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Abstract

Several tools have been developed for the estimation of software reliability� However� they are highly

specialized in the approaches they implement and the particular phase of the software life�cycle in

which they are applicable� There is an increasing need for a tool that can be used to track the

quality of a software product during the software life�cycle� right from the architectural phase all

the way up to the operational phase of the software� Also the conventional techniques for software

reliability evaluation� which treat the software as a monolithic entity� are inadequate to assess

the reliability of heterogeneous systems� which consist of a large number of globally distributed

components� Architecture�based approaches are essential to predict the reliability and performance

of such systems� This paper presents the high�level design of a Software Reliability Estimation and

Prediction Tool �SREPT�� that o�ers a uni�ed framework consisting of techniques �including the

architecture�based approach� to assist in the evaluation of software reliability during all phases of

the software life�cycle�
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� Introduction

Software is an integral part of many critical and non�critical applications� and virtually any industry

is dependent on computers for their basic functioning� As computer software permeates our modern

society� and will continue to do so at an increasing pace in the future� the assurance of its quality

becomes an issue of critical concern� Techniques to measure and ensure reliability of hardware have

seen rapid advances� leaving software as the bottleneck in achieving overall system reliability�

Software reliability is de�ned as the probability of failure�free software operation for a speci�ed

period of time in a speci�ed environment 	�
� Its evaluation includes two types of activities 	��
 �

reliability estimation and reliability prediction�

� Estimation � This determines the current software reliability by applying statistical inference

techniques to failure data obtained during system test or during system operation� This is a

measure of achieved� reliability� and determines whether a reliability growth model is a good

�t in retrospect�

� Prediction � This determines future software reliability based upon a �tted reliability growth

model or other available software metrics and measures�

Various approaches have been proposed to achieve reliable software systems and these may be

classi�ed as 	��
 �

� Fault prevention � To avoid� by construction� fault occurrences�

� Fault removal � To detect� by veri�cation and validation� the existence of faults and eliminate

them�

� Fault tolerance � To provide� by redundancy� service complying with the speci�cation in

spite of faults having occurred or occurring�

� Fault�failure forecasting � To estimate� by evaluation� the presence of faults and the oc�

currence and consequences of failures�

Of these� fault�failure forecasting techniques have received widespread attention with the develop�

ment of software reliability growth models� These models capture the process of fault detection and

removal during the testing phase in order to forecast failure occurrences and hence software reliabil�

ity during the operational phase� Many of these models have been encapsulated into tools 	��
 like

�



SMERFS� AT�T SRE Toolkit� SoRel� CASRE 	��
� RAT 	��
� M��elop�ee 	��
� The problem with

applying such tools e�ectively towards improving the quality of software is that they need data

about the failures detected during the testing phase in order to estimate software reliability model

parameters� Thus they assess reliability very late in the life�cycle of the software� and it may be

too costly to take remedial actions if the software does not meet the desired reliability objective�

Also� these tools do not take into account the architecture of the software� Though some techniques

have been proposed 	��
 	��
 	��
 to perform architecture�based software reliability prediction� there

is no special purpose tool available yet� There is thus a need for a tool that can track the quality

of a software product and provide insights throughout the life�cycle of the software� In this paper

we present the high level design of a tool which provides a uni�ed framework encompassing several

techniques to monitor the reliability of a software product during the entire software development

process�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In the next section we provide the motivation for

a new tool� Section � presents the high�level design of SREPT� Section � provides an illustration of

the use of SREPT in estimating software reliability� In Section � we comment on SREPT�s expected

impact in the area of software reliability estimation and prediction� Section � concludes the paper

by highlighting the features of SREPT that are presented in this paper�

� Motivation

For state of the art research e�orts to become best current practices in the industry� they ought to

be made available in a systematic� user�friendly form� This factor has motivated the development

of several tools for software reliability estimation and prediction� These tools can be broadly

categorized into the following groups �

� Tools which use software metrics �product�process metrics� at the end of the development

phase as inputs and either classify the modules into fault�prone or non�fault�prone categories�

or predict the number of faults in a software module� Examples of such tools include the

Emerald system 	�
� ROBUST 	��
 	��
 and McCabe � Associates� Visual Quality Toolset

�VQT� 	��
�

� Tools which accept failure data during the functional testing of the software product to cal�

ibrate a software reliability growth model based on the data� and use the calibrated model

to make predictions about the future� SMERFS� AT�T SRE Toolkit� SoRel� CASRE 	��
�
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RAT 	��
� M��elop�ee 	��
 and ROBUST 	��
 	��
 are examples of such tools�

� Tools �ESTM 	��
 	��
� for example� that utilize failure data and speci�ed criteria to suggest

release times for software�

However� these tools are highly specialized in the approaches they implement and the phase of the

software life�cycle during which they are applicable� We present below the limitations of existing

tools� and highlight the need for a new tool which o�ers a uni�ed framework for software reliability

estimation and prediction�

��� Limitations of Existing Tools

The Emerald system 	�
 uses the Datrix software analyzer to measure static attributes of the source

code to collect about �� basic software complexity metrics� Based on the experience in assessing

previous software products� thresholds are set on these metrics to identify modules with out�of�

range metrics as patch�prone� so that e�ort can be expended in improving the quality of such

modules� The Emerald system can thus be used to determine the quality of a software product

after the development phase� or pre�test phase� However it does not o�er the capability of obtaining

predictions based on the failure data collected during the testing phase�

On the other hand� tools 	��
 like SMERFS 	��
� AT�T SRE Toolkit� SoRel 	��
� CASRE 	��
 	��


	��
� RAT 	��
� M��elop�ee 	��
 can be used to estimate software reliability using the failure data to

drive one or more of the software reliability growth models �SRGM�� These tools di�er in the

number of SRGMs they implement and the interfaces they provide the user� However they can only

be used very late in the software life�cycle� and early prediction of software quality based on static

attributes can have a lot of value� ROBUST 	��
 	��
 is another tool that uses SRGMs to obtain

software reliability predictions based on failure data� But� in addition� the tool can also provide

an early estimate of the testing e�ort required� based on static metrics like the defect density� test

phase the software is in� the maturity of the test team� number of lines of code� and so on� Thus

it seeks to address one of the drawbacks of the other SRGM�based tools described above� Still� the

tool assumes instantaneous repairs �an assumption inherent in most prevalent SRGMs and which

may not be a good assumption for some failure data sets�� and also lacks the ability to perform

software architecture�based predictions�

Techniques to obtain the optimal software release times guided by the reliability estimates

obtained from the failure data have also been encapsulated in tools� For example� the ESTM 	��
 	��


tool determines release times using a stochastic model for the detection of faults� and an economic
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model to measure the trade�o� between shipping and further testing� The stochastic model used

in ESTM assumes that the times to �nd faults are i�i�d� exponentially distributed with rate� say ��

The economic model takes into account the cost of �xing a fault while testing� the cost of �xing a

fault when found in the �eld� and the cost of testing up to some time t plus the cost of not releasing

the software up to time t� The stopping rule for testing speci�es the point at which the incremental

cost of another day�s testing exactly balances the expected net decrease in future expense due to

faults that will be found in that day�s testing� It also gives a probabilistic estimate on the number

of remaining faults at that point� Another interesting feature is that the model used by ESTM can

take into account new or changed noncommentary source lines while the testing e�ort is still in

progress� But once again� ESTM addresses only a particular problem �though very important� in

the software life�cycle�

Though some of the conventional techniques to assess software reliability are available in the

form of tools� these techniques have been shown to be inadequate to predict the reliability of modern

heterogeneous software systems� System architecture�based reliability prediction techniques have

thus gained prominence in the last few years 	��
 	��
� Presently there exists no special purpose

tool for architecture�based analysis�

For the sake of completion� it might be mentioned here that another class of tools that are useful

aids during the software reliability assessment process are the test coverage �measurement� tools

such as ATAC 	��
 and DeepCover 	��
� ATAC is a test coverage analysis tool for software written

in C� developed at Bellcore� The use of ATAC focuses on three main objectives� instrumenting

the software �at compile time� to be tested� executing the software tests� and determining how

well the software has been tested� DeepCover is a test coverage analysis tool for C�C���Java

code� developed by Reliable Software Technologies� Trace information that is generated by such

coverage analysis tools can be used to obtain the architecture of the software 	��
� Knowledge of the

architecture of a software is essential to perform architecture�based software reliability predictions�

as will be explained later in Section ����

��� Need for a Uni�ed Framework for Software Reliability Estimation

The above discussion highlights the need for a tool that o�ers a uni�ed framework consisting of

techniques to assist in the assessment of the reliability of the software during all phases of the

software life�cycle� Features such as the ability to suggest optimal times to stop testing are highly

desirable� The high�level design of such a tool� which we call Software Reliability Estimation and
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Prediction Tool �SREPT�� is presented in this paper�

SREPT combines the capabilities of the existing tools in a uni�ed framework� In addition� it

o�ers the following features �

� Provides a means of incorporating test coverage into �nite failure NHPP �Non�Homogeneous

Poisson Process� reliability growth models� thus improving the quality of estimation�

� It o�ers a prediction system to take into account �nite fault removal times as opposed to the

conventional software reliability growth models which assume instantaneous and perfect fault

removal� The user can specify the fault removal rate which will re�ect the scheduling and

resource allocation decisions�

� It incorporates techniques for architecture�based reliability and performance prediction�

� Design and Architecture of SREPT

This section presents the high�level design of SREPT� The block diagram in Figure � depicts the ar�

chitecture of SREPT� As can be seen from the �gure� SREPT supports the following two approaches

to software reliability prediction � the black�box�based and the architecture�based approaches�

��� Black�Box Based Approaches

Black�box based approaches treat the software as a whole without considering its internal structure�

The following measures can be obtained to aid in black�box predictions �

� Software product�process metrics � these include the number of lines of code� number of de�

cisions� loops� mean length of variable names and other static attributes of the code� or

characteristics of the process �example� skill level of the development team� criteria to stop

testing�

� Test coverage � this is de�ned to be the ratio of potential fault�sites exercised �or executed�

by test cases divided by the total number of potential fault�sites� under consideration 	�
�

� Interfailure times data � this refers to the observed times between failures when the software

is being tested�

�A potential fault�site is de�ned as any structurally or functionally described program element whose integrity

may require veri�cation and validation via an appropriately designed test� Thus a potential fault�site could be a

statement� a branch� etc�
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When product�process metrics are available� the total number of faults in the software can

be estimated using the fault density approach 	��
 or the regression tree model 	��
� This is because

the product�process metrics are a quantitative description of the static attributes of a program and

are closely related to the distribution of faults 	��
� In the fault density approach� experience from

similar projects in the past is used to estimate the fault density �FD� of the software as�

FD �
total number of faults

number of lines of code

Now� if the number of lines of code in the current software is NL� the expected number of faults

can be estimated as�

F � NL � FD

The regression tree model is a goal�oriented statistical technique 	��
� which attempts to predict

the number of faults in a software module based on the static product�process metrics� Historical

data sets from similar past software development projects is used to construct the tree which is

then used as a predicting device for the current project� Software product�process metrics can thus

be used to perform early prediction of the number of faults in the modules of a software product�

This can help channel testing and validation e�orts in the right direction 	��
�

Interfailure times data obtained from the testing phase can be used to parameterize the

ENHPP �Enhanced Non�Homogeneous Poisson Process� model 	�
 to obtain the following estimates

for the software �

� failure intensity�

� number of faults remaining�

� conditional reliability� and

� test coverage�

The ENHPP model provides a unifying framework for �nite failure software reliability growth

models 	�
� According to this model� the expected number of faults detected by time t� called the

mean value function� m�t� is of the form�

m�t� � a � c�t�� ���

where a is the expected number of faults in the software �before testing�debugging begins�� and

c�t� is the coverage function� The proportionality of m�t� and c�t� has been independently con�

�rmed by Malaiya 	��
� Table � shows the four coverage functions that the ENHPP model used

�



Coverage Function Parameters m�t� Failure Occurrence Rate
per fault

Exponential a� g a��� e�gt� Constant
Weibull a� g� � a��� e�gt

�

� Increasing�Decreasing
S�shaped a� g a	�� �� � gt�e�gt
 Increasing

Log�logistic a� �� � a ��t��

����t��
Inverse Bath Tub

Table �� Coverage functions and parameters estimated

by SREPT provides by default to re�ect four types of failure occurrence rates per fault � constant�

increasing�decreasing �based on the value of one of the model parameters�� increasing� and inverse

bath tub� The log�logistic model 	��
 was developed to deal with failure data sets that cannot be

modeled by a constant� or monotonic increasing or monotonic decreasing failure occurrence rate per

fault� The nature of the failure occurrence rates per fault of the four coverage functions are plotted

in Figure �� Given the sequence of times between failures �t�� t�� � � �� the object is to estimate the

parameters of the chosen model�s�� Commonly� one of these parameters is the expected number

faults in the program �before testing�debugging begins�� denoted by a� as in Equation ��
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By explicitly incorporating the time�varying test�coverage function in its analytical formulation

�Equation ��� the ENHPP model is capable of handling any general coverage function and provides

a methodology to integrate test coverage measurements into the black�box modeling approach�

Therefore� when test coverage information is available from the testing phase� the user may

supply this as coverage measurements at di�erent points in time during the testing phase� or as

a time�function� This approach� combining test coverage and interfailure times data is shown in

Figure ��

TEST
COVERAGE

BLACK-BOX BASED QUANTIFICATION

TEST COVERAGE
AND PRODUCT/

INTERFAILURE
TIMES
DATA

TEST COVERAGE
AND INTERFAILURE
TIMES BASED MODEL

METRICS

PRODUCT/
PROCESS

PROCESS METRICS
BASED MODEL

Figure �� Black�Box Quanti�cation

The framework of the ENHPP model may also be used to combine the estimate of the total

number of faults obtained before the testing phase based on product�process metrics �parameter

a�� with the coverage information obtained during the testing phase �c�t��� This is also shown in

Figure ��

The ENHPP model can also use interfailure times from the testing phase to obtain release times

�optimal time to stop testing� for the software on the basis of a speci�ed release criteria 	��
�

Release criteria could be of the following types �

� Number of remaining faults � In this case� the release time is when a fraction � of all detectable

faults has been removed�

� Failure intensity requirements � The criterion based on failure intensity suggests that the

software should be released when the failure intensity measured at the end of the development

test phase reaches a speci�ed value �f �
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� Reliability requirements � This criteria could be used to specify that the required conditional

reliability in the operational phase is� say Rr at time t� after product release�

� Cost requirements � From a knowledge of the expected cost of removing a fault during testing�

the expected cost of removing a fault during operation� and the expected cost of software

testing per unit time� the total cost can be computed� The release time is obtained by

determining the time that minimizes this total cost�

� Availability requirements � Assuming that the mean time to repair is the time needed to

reboot and that there is no reliability growth� the release time can be estimated based on an

operational availability requirement�

The ENHPP�based techniques described above assume instantaneous debugging of the faults

detected during testing� This is obviously unrealistic and leads to optimistic estimates� This

drawback can be remedied if the debugging rate �repair rate� can be speci�ed along with the

failure intensity� SREPT o�ers two approaches to analyze explicit fault removal � state�space

method 	��
 and discrete�event simulation 	��
�

In the state�space approach� SREPT takes the failure occurrence and repair rates to construct

a non�homogeneous continuous time Markov chain �NHCTMC� 	�
� The solution of the NHCTMC

is obtained using the SHARPE 	��
 modeling tool that is built into SREPT� Figure � shows the

NHCTMC for the case of constant repair rate �� The state of the NHCTMC is represented as

a ��tuple �i� j� where i is the number of faults repaired� and j is the number of faults detected

but not yet repaired� Initially� no faults have been detected or repaired� This is represented by

the state ������ Failures occur at the time�dependent rate ��t� �hence the need to model as a

non�homogeneous� continuous time Markov chain�� When the �rst failure occurs� there is one

detected fault which has not been repaired yet� State ����� represents this� This fault is repaired

at the constant rate �� If the fault is repaired before the next failure occurs� the next state is ������

otherwise the next state will be ������ representing two detected but unrepaired faults� Since the

NHCTMC has an in�nite state space� it is necessary to truncate it for numerical solution� So we

truncate it at �i� j� where i � j � A� A may be referred to as the truncation level� used� When

applying this methodology� one can either use a high truncation level� or verify by trying out a

slightly higher value for A that the truncation level used is adequate �i�e�� the two A values used

give consistent solutions�� The solution of the NHCTMC using SHARPE will enable estimates of

failure intensity� number of faults remaining� and conditional reliability to be obtained�

��
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By specifying di�erent repair rates� various repair strategies can be studied 	��
� For example�

repair rates could be

� constant �say �� � NHCTMC shown in Figure ��

� time�dependent �say ��t��

� dependent on the number of faults pending for removal � NHCTMC shown in Figure ��

Other scenarios that can be analyzed using the state�space approach include delayed fault re�

movals� Delayed fault removals can be of two types�

� Deferred fault removal � fault removal can be delayed till � faults are detected and are pending

for removal�

� Delayed fault removal � there is a time delay before the fault removal process begins after the

detection of a fault� Delayed fault removal can be incorporated into the NHCTMC using a

phase type distribution 	�
� The corresponding NHCTMC is shown in Figure �� If the mean

time in phase � is given by ����� and the mean time in phase � by ����� the mean repair time

is given by�
�

�
�

�

��

�
�

��

���

The state �i� j� d� indicates that i faults have been removed� j have been detected and are

queued for removal� and the d denotes the intermediate phase of repair�

The discrete�event simulation �DES� approach o�ers distinct advantages over the state�space

approach �

� DES accommodates any type of stochastic process� The state�space method is restricted to

Markov chains with �nite number of states� since a numerical solution of the Markov chain is

required�

� Simulation approaches are faster for large NHCTMC�s that could be very time�consuming to

solve using numerical methods�

� The number of states in the Markov chain increases dramatically with an increase in the

truncation level used �A in the discussion of the state�space method�� SHARPE imposes

restrictions on the number of states in the Markov chain� DES imposes no such restrictions�

But DES requires a large number of runs in order to obtain tight con�dence intervals�
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The DES approach in SREPT involves a rate�based simulation technique for the arrival process of

a NHCTMC 	��
�

��� Architecture Based Approach

The second approach to software reliability supported by SREPT �from Figure �� is the architecture�

based approach 	��
� Architecture�based approaches use the internal control structure of the soft�

ware 	��
 to predict the reliability of software� This assumes added signi�cance in the evaluation

of the reliability of modern software systems which are not monolithic entities� but are likely to

be made up of several modules distributed globally� SREPT allows prediction of the reliability of

software based on �

� Architecture of the software � This is a speci�cation of the manner in which the di�erent

modules in the software interact� and is given by the intermodular transition probabilities�

or in a very broad sense� the operational pro�le of the software 	��
� The architecture of the

application can be modeled as a DTMC �Discrete Time Markov Chain�� CTMC �Continuous

Time Markov Chain�� SMP �Semi�Markov Process�� SPN �Stochastic Petri Net� or a DAG

�Directed Acyclic Graph� 	�
 	��
� The state of the application at any time is given by the

module executing at that time� and the state transitions represent the transfer of control

among the modules� DTMC� CTMC� SMP and SPN can be further classi�ed into irreducible

and absorbing categories� where the former represents an in�nitely running application� and

the latter a terminating one� The irreducible DTMC� CTMC� SMP and SPN can be analyzed

to compute the state probabilities � the probability that a given module is executing at a

particular time� or in the steady state� The absorbing DTMC� CTMC� SMP� SPN and DAG

can be analyzed to give performance measures like the expected number of visits to a com�

ponent during a single execution of the application� the average time spent in a component

during a single execution� and the time to completion of the application� DTMC� CTMC�

SMP and SPN can be used to model sequential applications while concurrent applications can

be modeled using SPN and DAG�

� Failure behavior � This speci�es the failure behavior of the modules and that of the interfaces

between the modules� in terms of the probability of failure �or reliability�� or failure rate

�constant�time�dependent�� Transitions among the modules could either be instantaneous or

there could be an overhead in terms of time� In either case� the interfaces could be perfect

��



or subject to failure� and the failure behavior of the interfaces can also be described by the

reliabilities or constant�time�dependent failure rates�

The architecture of the software provides its performance model� It can be used to identify

performance bottlenecks� perform platform change analysis� analysis in the event of porting the

software from a sequential platform to a distributed one� and so on� Various performance measures

such as the time to completion of the application� can be computed from the performance model�

The architecture of the software can be combined with the failure behavior of the modules and that

of the interfaces into a composite model which can then be analyzed to predict the reliability of the

software� Another approach is to solve the architecture model and superimpose the failure behavior

of the modules and the interfaces on to the solution to predict reliability� This is referred to as the

hierarchical model� These two methods are depicted in Figure ��

1

1

2

Failure behavior
plus solution of

Architecture Based Software Reliability Prediction 

Architecture  

architecture

Hierarchical method  to predict reliability and performance

2 Composite method  to predict reliability and performance

into a single model

 Architecture and  
  failure behavior

Failure Behavior

Figure �� Speci�cation and Analysis Methods of Structural Models

SREPT also supports architecture�based software reliability evaluation using discrete�event sim�

ulation 	��
 as an alternative to analytical models� Discrete�event simulation can capture detailed

system structure� with the advantage that it is not subject to state�space explosion problems like

the analytical methods described before�

In summary� the advantages of the architecture�based approach to software reliability prediction

include�

� Performance measures

��



� Evaluation of design alternatives

� Decision�making with respect to in�house development of software components as opposed to

using commercial o��the�shelf components

� Identi�cation of reliability and performance bottlenecks

Illustrations of the application of the architecture�based approach can be found in 	��
 	��
�

� Illustration

This section illustrates the use of SREPT in software reliability estimation and prediction�

��� Using Software Product�Process Metrics

Figure � shows a snapshot of the interface SREPT provides for estimating the number of faults in

the software based on the lines of code metric� As can be seen� the user can provide information

based on a similar previous project� This information is used to obtain the fault density� which is

then used to estimate the number of faults present in the modules of the current software product�

Figure � uses the modules of SHARPE 	��
 as an example� This approach can be used before actually

spending time testing the software� Product�process metrics give a feel� for the fault content of

the software based on the experience of previous software projects� and can help suggest where it

would be most bene�cial to direct testing e�ort� so as to maximize the return on investments�

��� Using the ENHPP Engine

This section gives some examples of the use of the ENHPP engine of SREPT in estimating software

reliability and release time for the software� Figure � shows a snapshot of the tool if the ENHPP

engine is chosen� Among the details of the tool revealed in this snapshot are � a means of specifying

the type of input data �which can be one of interfailure times data only� interfailure times and

coverage data� or estimated � faults and coverage data�� In the snapshot� it has been speci�ed that

the input to the ENHPP engine will consist of interfailure times data only� This data should be in

a �le that should be speci�ed in a text�eld� The �le chosen in the current example is �test�dat��

The user can then choose one of the coverage functions o�ered by the ENHPP model to estimate

the reliability as well as other metrics of interest� The snapshot shows the Exponential coverage

function �corresponding to the GO�model� selected� When asked to estimate�� the tool then brings
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Figure �� Using lines of code metric for the fault density approach

up a window with suggested initial values of the parameters of the selected model� The convergence

of the numerical routines depends largely on the initial guesses� and hence by changing the initial

guesses the user can control it� By using this window to specify values other than those suggested�

one can tailor the numerical estimation to suit one�s needs� This is especially useful if the user wants

to suggest some other initial values based on experience from past software development projects�

Figure �� shows the results of the estimation� The expected number of faults in the software� the

estimated model parameters� and the mean value function are displayed�

Plots of metrics such as the mean value function� failure intensity� number of faults remaining�

conditional reliability� and estimated coverage can now be obtained from the solution of the model

above� Figure �� shows a snapshot of the plot of the mean value function� The plot also contains

the actual number of faults detected �the irregular plot� that is obtained from the interfailure times

data� Figure �� shows the conditional reliability starting at the time the last fault was detected

�which may be the end of the testing phase for the software� if the interfailure times data supplied

cover the entire testing phase�� The mean value function �that represents the expected number of

faults detected by some time t� shows that in the beginning no faults have been detected� and as

time progresses more and more faults are expected to be detected� The conditional reliability curve
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shows the probability of fault�free operation of the software at a time t beyond the end of testing�

Figure � also shows a button that can be used to launch the estimation of a release time for the

software� This action brings up a window that can be used to select the release criterion to be used

in estimating a release time� Figure �� shows this window in which the criterion� Faults remaining�

has been selected�

Similar plots can be drawn and release times obtained for every other chosen coverage function�

SREPT also allows the user to let the ENHPP engine determine the best model for the given

interfailure times data� This is done on the basis of a goodness�of��t� u�plot and y�plot 	��
� Figure ��

shows an example of a u�plot�

Figure �� Choosing the ENHPP engine of SREPT

��� Specifying Finite Repair Times

SREPT can also be used to evaluate the e�ect of �nite repair times �unlike the ENHPP models� that

assume instantaneous and perfect repair�� Figure �� shows the interface for this module� The user

should specify the truncation level to be used� the failure intensity and the fault removal �repair�

rate� The fault removal process can be speci�ed as deferred and�or delayed� Choosing a delayed�
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Figure ��� Results from the ENHPP engine of SREPT

Figure ��� Plot of the mean value function from the ENHPP engine
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Figure ��� Plots of the conditional reliability from the ENHPP engine

Figure ��� Release time based on Faults remaining criterion
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Figure ��� Example of a U �plot

process allows fault removal rates for more than one debugging phase to be speci�ed� When asked

to solve�� a con�guration window is brought up to enable speci�cation of the time up to which

the underlying NHCTMC model that will be constructed is to be solved� The user can also specify

at this point� a di�erent time interval that SHARPE should use to approximate the solution of a

NHCTMC than the one suggested by default� The use of smaller time intervals results in more

accurate solutions at the cost of greater computation time�

The results of the solution are presented in the form of a table� as shown in Figure ��� The table

displays the time� expected number of faults detected� expected number of faults removed� perceived

failure intensity� and actual failure intensity �that is obtained by considering the �nite repair times��

Figure �� shows the plot of the perceived and actual failure intensities for an example� A plot of

the number of faults remaining can also be obtained�

Figure �� shows that the user can also view the SHARPE code generated by SREPT by clicking

the appropriate button�
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Figure ��� Interface for specifying �nite repair times

Figure ��� Results from the solution of the NHCTMC model
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Figure ��� Plot of the perceived and actual failure intensity

��� Using the Architecture�Based Approach

The interface for the architecture�based approach is shown in Figure ��� In the �gure� a hierarchical

model is chosen� with the architecture of the software speci�ed by an absorbing DTMC and the

failure behavior of the components by their reliabilities� The mean execution times for each module

in the software �measured from experiments� can also be speci�ed using the appropriate interface�

As and when speci�cations for the model are made� the predictions obtainable from the current

selection are displayed�

� Expected Impact of SREPT

Figure �� shows SREPT�s position in the life�cycle of a software product� As can be seen from the

�gure� SREPT o�ers several techniques that can be used at various stages in the software life�cycle�

according to a waterfall model 	��
� Thus it makes it possible to monitor the quality of the entire

software development process under a uni�ed framework for software reliability estimation and pre�

diction� We expect that this aspect along with its ability to perform architecture�based predictions

will enable SREPT to have a powerful impact in the area of software reliability estimation and
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Figure ��� Interface for the architecture�based approaches

prediction�

� Conclusion

In this paper we presented the high�level design of a tool o�ering a uni�ed framework for software

reliability estimation that can be used to assist in evaluating the quality of a software product

through its development process� right from the architectural phase all the way up to the opera�

tional phase� This is because the tool implements several software reliability techniques including

software product�process metrics�based techniques used in the pre�test phase� interfailure times�

based techniques used during the testing phase� and architecture�based techniques that can be used

at all stages in the software�s life�cycle� Architecture�based techniques are being implemented in

a tool in a systematic manner for the �rst time� SREPT also has the ability to suggest release

times for software based on release criteria� and has techniques that incorporate �nite repair times

while evaluating software reliability� The tool is expected to have a widespread impact because

of its applicability at multiple phases in the software life�cycle� and the incorporation of several

techniques in a systematic� user�friendly form in a GUI�based environment�
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